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Abstract. Since the environment in the forest is relatively complicated and there’s a necessity to avoid the dead zone of signal diffraction when 
laying wireless sensor in the forest, the integration of SBR and UTD is applied to study the impact of 2.4GHz radio-frequency signal on the path loss 
characteristics in the forest. This paper achieved the ray location from the receive pint to field point by using back-ray tracing method and computed 
the response electric field relative to each ray by using UTD. Take the poplar planted forest for instance. The measured value and simulated value 
were compared, finding good consistency between them, which indicates that SBR and UTD can effectively predict the path loss characteristics in 
the forest. 
 
Streszczenie. W artykule przedstawiono zagadnienie rozprowadzania pola sieci bezprzewodowej w obszarze leśnym. Zastosowane rozwiązania 
(SBR, UTD) pozwoliły na skuteczną lokalizację i przesył informacji przy zastosowaniu fal 2.4GHz. Wyniki symulacyjne porównano z wynikami 
pomiarów, przeprowadzonych w lesie topolowym. (Badania hybrydowego systemu śledzenia fal promieniowania 2.4GHz w sztucznym lesie). 
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1. Introduction 

When compared the 2GHz signal propagation problem 
with these applied ray tracing techniques, regardless their 
common points, we still identified the following main 
difference between them: 

1. It is necessary to consider the impact of phase and 
polarization in UHF and the sources are coherent. 

2. Geometrical optics almost gives no consideration to 
the wedge diffraction which, however, plays an important 
role in UHF as its existence enables the field to reach to the 
deep shadow zone that is impossible in geometrical optics. 

3. Reflection in geometrical optics mainly focuses on 
diffusion while in UHF, it is the direct reflection that in 
domination. Of course, the difference between wireless 
transmission and visibility decreases with the increase of 
frequency [3]. 

Given the abovementioned differences, it is impossible 
to apply the existing visible ray tracing techniques to solve 
the signal propagation in UHF directly.  Therefore, it is 
necessary to carry out a detail study on the transmission 
mode of electromagnetic wave in the planted forest in order 
to achieve a thorough research on the transmission law of 
UHF in it [6, 14].  
 
2. Signal scanning in the forest as well as its visibility 
judgment  

Ray tracing requires detail site information of specific 
environment. The transmission mechanisms of 
electromagnetic wave in space are mainly collineation, 
reflection, diffraction and transmission [2]. As far as the 
absorbing screen environment of UHF is concerned, as the 
tree trunk is non-transparent, we can only give 
consideration to the following four situations: collineation, 
locality principle-consistent reflection, diffraction as well as 
the combination of reflection and diffraction, neglecting the 
impact of transmission [1]. UHF electromagnetic wave 
propagation in the absorbing screen shows obvious 
damping, making it possible to neglect secondary or 
multiple reflection, diffraction as well as their combination. 

 
2.1. Horizontal scanning 

According to the characteristic of signal wave 
polarization in the forest, we first apply the horizontal 
scanning algorithm here and give no consideration to the 
tree height for temporary [4]. Before the horizontal search, 
the table of visible wedge including emission source point, 
receiving field point, all wedge diffraction points, etc. shall 
be established and all possible paths from receiving field  

point to emission source point shall be determined, which 
will be combined with the information storage of stumpage 
model to accomplish the ray horizontal scanning [5, 9]. The 
source point in information storage of the stumpage model 
equals to the origin of coordinates of the rectangular 
coordinate system, field point equals to the receiving point, 
and diffraction point equals to the intersection point of 
edges and scanning line [10, 15]. The visible surface of 
source point and field point shall be determined in advance 
since we have to consider once and secondary diffraction 
as well as once and secondary reflection. 

1) Once diffraction scanning 
Take the stumpage arrangement method of row 3 and 

line 3 for example. As shown in Fig.1, from which we can 
see that the base point Sp and receiving point Rx can only 
be reached through diffraction. First, determine the 
scanning base point Sp and then draw out the tangential 
line of all visible columnar, obtaining 13 scanning contact 
points shown in Fig.2. Those cross the contact points 
belong to the vertical curves of the columnar, or known as 
vertical wedge. Simplify the stumpage based on the initial 
edge whose prism is the tangential line. Finally, examine 
and compute all scanning lines within the scanning zone 
according to certain order. The connecting line between 
base point Sp and contact point is the scanning line. Divide 
the space into two zones according to the situation of 
scanning line and cylindrical surface tangency: visible zone 
and invisible zone. Viewed from Fig.2a), the 13 scanning 
contact points divided the space into three visible zones 
and 2 invisible zones. List the three visible zones obtained 
through once diffraction, shown in table1. 

 
Fig.1.The standing tree 3D modelling map of once horizontal 
scanning 
 

2) Secondary diffraction scanning 
After the visible surface table of once diffraction 

scanning of the source point and field point was obtained, it 
is required to calculate the secondary diffraction scanning 
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line of some scanning lines, that is, to obtain the visible 
surface table of secondary diffraction points [7, 11]. Point 4 
is the diffraction point determined by once diffraction and 
from Fig.2b), we can see that 41, 42, 43, 44 and 45 are five 
scanning contact points of secondary diffraction, which 
divided the space into two visible zones and three invisible 
zones. The visible zones of secondary diffraction can be 
obtained through Fig.3, shown in table2. 
(a) Once diffraction                                     (b) Secondary diffraction 
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Fig.2.The visible zones of once diffraction  
 

Table. 1. The visible zones table of once diffraction 
Source 
point 

Visible zones1 Visible zones 2 Visible zones3 

1 Sp-1-2-3 Sp-4-5-6-7-8-9-10 Sp-11-12-13 
 

Table. 2. The visible zones table of secondary diffraction 
Source 
point 

Visible zones 1 Visible zones 2 
Visible zones 

3 

4 4-41-42-43-44 4-42-43 Sp-11-12-13 

 
2. 2.Vertical scanning 

In practical application, the radio wave propagation 
environment is spatial, and the location of emission source 
point and receiving field point as well as tree height will 
exert impact on the visible surface table. Therefore, it is 
necessary for us to introduce vertical scanning based on 
the horizontal scanning to adapt to the forest environment. 
According to the literatures, the forest crown is attenuation 
screen and the radio wave propagation through the upper 
forest mainly focuses on lateral wave, thus making the 
vertical scanning only effective to the sensor located in the 
specific position before the tree [8, 12, 13].  Therefore, we 
can only identify the diffraction across the tree top part. Just 
if the sensor was placed back of the tree, it can only find 
invisible zones. The signal propagation is calculated 
according to the signal propagation in attenuation screen 
and free space. 

 
3. Solution of Diffraction Path in Back Algorithm  
3.1. Solution of once diffraction path 

The simplified model of once diffraction space of 
standing trees is shown in Fig.3. Simplified model of once 
diffraction space. Where Sp is source point , Rx is receiver 
point , Q is diffraction point. 

Sp（xs,ys,zs） Q（xQ,yQ,zQ）Rx（xR,yR,zR）

expansion plan

 
 
Fig.3.The simplified model of once diffraction 

There are two methods can be used to solve the 
diffraction points. The first one is the specific solution when 
the receiving point Rx is known, and the second is the 
diffraction point solution of no specific direction when both 
the diffraction pint and receiving point are unknown. 

The procedure of the first method is as follows: 
1) Establish the visible zone table of once diffraction and 

determine the common visible wedge of emission point and 
field point; 

2) After finish the layout of emission point and sensor 
nodes, the coordinates of source point and field point can 
be known. Choose one common visible wedge and 
calculate the diffraction point value through the equation set 
1. 

3) Develop the incidence face and diffraction face in one 
flat surface along the vertical surface line of column which 
locates in the diffraction point Q, results shown in Figure 
3.1.  Calculate the coordinate of diffraction point z in right-
angled trapezoid, and ZZZ RQ  . 
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4) Effectiveness judgment. After the diffraction point is 

obtained, it needs to determine whether the diffraction point 
lies in the finite-length vertical wedge. If  zQ≤H1, the 
diffraction path exists; otherwise, no diffraction path exists. 

5) Repeat the above steps and choose the common 
visible vertical wedges of other living woods until all the 
common visible wedges are calculated. 

Fig.4 is the vector ray tracing map of any point Q in 
right-angle wedge by using the second solution, where 

pS  

is the radius vector of the emission point that is ds away 
from the right-angle wedge edge, Q is the radius vector of 

diffraction point that is rd away from the emission point, O  
is the radius vector of observation point that locates on the 
circle which takes one point of wedge edge as its center, d0 

as its radius and rs away from the diffraction point, and 
1p  

and 
2p  are the radius vectors of two endpoints of the finite-

length right-angle wedge. 

Q

pS

O

1p

2p

 
Fig.4.The vector ray tracing map of any point in wedge 
 

The radius vector of diffraction point on the wedge is: 

(2)                  )()( 121 pptptQ   

The four vector distances ds 、 da 、 rd 、 rs can be 
expressed as follows: 

(3)       21211211 /)()()()( pppSpppSpSd pppd    

(4)       21211211 /)()()()( pppOpppOpOds      

(5)         
1212 /)())(()( ppppStQtr pd                      
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(6)       
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Keller pointed out that the included angle between edge 
diffraction ray and wedge edge equals to the included angle 
between incidence ray and wedge edge. 
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Substitute (2),(3),(4),(5),(6) into (7), and get the 
parameter t after simplification: 
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Make judgment on the parameter t. If )1,0(t , there 

exist one diffraction point. Substitute t into (2) and we can 
obtain the location of the diffraction point. 

 
3.2. Solution of secondary diffraction path 

Under the ultimate state (weakest receive signals), 
when the sensor is placed back of the tree with the shortest 
distance with the tree, there’s only one situation that 
enables the ray to reach to the receiving point in shadow 
zone (back of the tree) in secondary diffraction. The path 
search method of secondary diffraction is similar to that of 
once diffraction, Will not repeat. 

 
4. UTD field strength computation  

According to the geometric theory of diffraction, we can 
get the geometric diagram of vertical wedge diffraction, 
shown in Fig.5. 
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Fig.5. The simplified model of wedge diffraction 
 

Without loss of generality, the receiver points are 
assumed to lie in the plane Z=0 because of the translation 
symmetry along Z (trunk height direction). With the 
foregoing assumptions, the diffracted field through the edge 
for standing tree is given as follows: 
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Where the distance from the integration point to the 

receiver point 
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To perform the z’ integration in Eq. (9), the primary 

contribution to the integral comes from a region of z’ that is 
given by the Fresnel zone, which is small compared with x, 
i.e., x>>λ. The center of this region is the stationary-phase 
point, where the derivative of the exponent krR with respect 
to z vanishes. rR in the denominator and cosα will hardly 
vary and can be treated as constants.  

rR can be expanded to the second order according to 

ρR, with 
2

1
2
1 )( yyxR  , and thus, RRR zr  2/)( 2 .  

Substituting rR into Eq. (9), the integration over z’ is 
reduced as follows: 
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Using the substitution R
j kezu  2/4/  to perform 

integral transform, Eq. (10) changes into the following: 
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Similarly, the expression 2

1
2
1 )( yyxR   can be 

expanded to the second order as 


 1y
yR   according 

to ρ, with 2
1

2
1 yx  . θ1 is the angle between the x axis 

and the line from the edge to the receiver point, and thus, 
sinθ1=y1/ρ. 

Using the substitution  /4/ keyv j  to perform 

integral transform, Eq. (12) turns into the following: 
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When performing the integration in Eq. (13), k is given a 

vanishingly small negative imaginary part, as appropriate 
for atmospheric absorption, to ensure convergence at the 
lower limit. However, after the integration, k can be taken to 
be real. When the diffraction coefficient  1D  

)2sin2/(cos1 11
4/  kej ）（ , and when Einc=A0e-jkx is substituted 

into Eq. (13), the following is derived [17]:  
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In the radio wave propagation environment in the forest, 

all simplified diffraction wedges are medium wedges of 
limited conductivity, which requires to calculating its 
diffraction coefficient  D .  
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R0 is  the reflection coefficient of 0 face, Rn is  the reflec-

tion coefficient of face,
2 n  angle of incidence. 

Where , F(x)is the transition  functions, and is given by 
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The reflection coefficient R is expressed as: 

riri eeReeRR ||||||   
S1 is incident wave process, S3 is reflected wave pro-

cess.
R ,

||R is Vertical polarization and parallel polarization 
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of the reflection coefficient. 1 is angle of incidence, ε is the 

complex permittivity,  60jr   is the relative 

dielectric constant. 
 

5. Study on the 2.4GHz path loss character-istics 
First, study the contribution of ray to the strength of 

receiving signals. Choose the planted poplar forest as the 
main sampling tree. Just as shown in Fig.6, collineation and 
reflection play the dominate role in signal receiving in 
illumination zone while the diffraction signal plays the most 
critical role in transition zone.  

Fig.2a) is the simulated zone and the area lies behind 
the shadow border is transition and invisible zone.  Micaz 
integrated node module is applied for emission and field 
intensity indicator is applied for receiving. From Fig.7, we 
can see good consistency between the measured value and 
simulated value, which indicates that in 2.4GHz frequency, 
the ray tracing method is able to effectively predict the path 
loss characteristics in the planted forest environment. 
Furthermore, the predicted values of path loss on the test 
point are generally smaller that the measured values, which 
is caused by the simplification of planted forest environment 
and living woods during simulation as well as the error of 
propagation model. For example, the simulated value 
neglects the impact of secondary or multiple diffraction and 
reflection. 

Fig.6.Contributions to the received signals 

 
Fig.7.Comparison of theoretical power and measured power 

 
6. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the layout of sensors for the 
measurement of standing tree and the problem of Inverse 
Ray-tracing and the blind region of diffraction in optimization 
are discussed. The integration of SBR and UTD is applied 
to study the impact of 2.4GHz radio-frequency signal on the 
path loss characteristics in the forest. The feasibility and 
validity of computing the Inverse Ray-tracing of standing 

tree in plantation is verified using theoretical analysis and 
simulation. What’s more, the key point of wireless network 
planning and design lies in the research about the impact of 
transmitting antenna’s height and location on the path loss 
characteristics. Therefore, the theoretical research of this 
paper is of practical significance. 
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